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Abstract. In this paper, we present a general event detection system evaluated 
by the Surveillance Event Detection (SED) task of TRECVID 2012 campaign. 
The proposed system is evaluated on all the seven event categories of the SED 
task. In our system, a sliding temporal window is employed as the detection 
unit, which is represented by a histogram of spatio-temporal features including 
STIP-HOG/HOF and SURF/MHI-HOG. We also investigate the spatial priors 
of various events by estimating spatial distributions of actions under different 
camera views in the training data. As non-linear SVMs usually have superior 
performances but in general are much slower in both training and testing, we 
therefore employ explicit feature maps to approximate large scale non-linear 
SVMs by linear ones. In order to deal with highly imbalanced data, our system 
performs detections by a set of cascade linear SVMs that are learned 
corresponding to specific events and camera views. 

1   Introduction 

Automatic event detection of video surveillance has many real-world security 
applications for public areas including airports, banks, supermarkets, etc. In the past 
decades, research of human action recognition mainly experiments on relatively 
simple and clear scenes where only limited actors with definite actions present. This 
constrained scenario seldom holds in real-world surveillance videos due to challenges 
of large variances of viewpoint, scaling, lighting, cluttered background, etc. To bridge 
research efforts and real-world applications, TRECVID [9] provides the Surveillance 
Event Detection (SED) task to evaluate event detection in real-world surveillance 
settings. In TRECVID 2012, SED provides a corpus with 144-hour videos under five 
camera views from the London Gatwick International Airport. In this dataset, 99-hour 
videos can be used as the development set with annotations of temporal extents and 
event labels. Our system is evaluated on all the seven events, i.e., CellToEar, 
Embrace, ObjectPut, PeopleMeet, PeopleSplitUp, PersonRuns, and Pointing. 



The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the 
overall system architecture. In Section 3 and 4, we provide detailed procedures of 
feature extraction and video representation. Section 5 describes the cascade SVMs 
algorithm and post processing. A variety of experimental results and discussions are 
presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the remarks of our system.  

2   System Architecture 

As demonstrated in Fig. 1, our system includes 4 main components: (1) low-level 
feature extraction, (2) video (sliding window) representation, (3) learning event 
models, and (4) post processing to localize event temporal extents. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: MediaCCNY surveillance event detection system architecture. 
 

Most recent work on action recognition demonstrated that local spatio-temporal 
features are more robust to posture, occlusion, illumination, and cluttered background 
compared to global features. A spatio-temporal feature usually includes two phase: 
detection (i.e., a feature detector localizes interest points in a spatio-temporal space) 
and description (i.e., a feature descriptor computes representations of detected points). 
The Space-Time Interest Point (STIP) [5] employed 3D Harris corner detector to 
detect points with large gradient magnitude in both spatial and temporal domains. 
Histogram of Gradients (HOG) and Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF) were then 
calculated as descriptors. However, it is quite restrictive to have large intensity 
changes in both spatial and temporal dimensions, which often results in insufficient 
point detections. Instead of using spatio-temporal volumes, we proposed to extract 
spatial and temporal information separately as in [10]. The detector of the Speed Up 
Robust Features (SURF) [1] is first applied to extract visually distinctive points in the 
spatial domain. These SURF points are then filtered by temporal (motion) constraints 
from the Motion History Image (MHI) [2] that is generated by differencing adjacent 
frames. Those pixels with larger intensities in MHI represent moving objects with 
more recent motion. We only select those SURF points with most recent motions as 
detected interest points. To characterize shape and motion information, we compute 
HOG features for each interest point from both image channel and MHI channel. In 



our system, STIP-HOG/HOF and SURF/MHI-HOG are used as the low-level features 
to represent human actions. In addition, because of specific camera views and scenes, 
the occurrence of specific events is usually biased to a certain range of locations. We 
further make use of this spatial prior to eliminate a large amount of interest points 
from background.  

The Bag-of-Words (BOW) is used to organize low-level features to represent 
each sliding window. This approach commonly consists of two phases, i.e., feature 
coding and feature pooling. In our system, a visual codebook with the size of 3000 is 
first computed by KMeans. We then employ the local soft assignment scheme [6] to 
code low-level features. The local soft assignment coding is able to achieve 
comparable performance but with much less computational cost compared to other 
much more complicated coding methods such as sparse coding, locality-constrained 
linear (LLC) coding, super vector coding, and Fisher coding [3]. After feature coding, 
we choose the max pooling to aggregate coded features. Before learning event 
models, we first apply the explicit feature maps [11] to these BOW features. This is 
motivated by approximating large scale non-linear SVMs through linear ones which 
enjoy much more computational efficiency in both training and testing. 

Having obtained above video representations, we can learn event models by 
linear SVMs solvers. However, the data is highly imbalanced because positive events 
are far less frequent than negative ones. Therefore, we propose a cascade SVMs 
algorithm to overcome this high imbalance. In each stage of this algorithm, positive 
and negative samples with the same amount are used to train a classifier that favors to 
positive samples. This leads each individual classifier to a high detection rate but also 
a high false alarm rate. By cascading multiple classifiers (e.g., 5-7), we are able to 
filter out considerable false alarms but maintain a reasonable detection rate. 

A post processing is performed over the classifier predictions to determine 
temporal localization of each event and further remove false alarms. It is assumed that 
most positive samples would continuously last for a certain number of frames as 
temporal extents of most events could cover several sliding windows. We therefore 
merge neighboring positive predictions into a single positive detection. Based on our 
empirical observation, we also remove those isolated positive predictions or other 
positive ones mixed with too many negative predictions. 

3   Feature Extraction 

We extract two types of low-level features including STIP-HOG/HOF and 
SURF/MHI-HOG. STIP detects interest points by searching significant variations in 
both space and time. SURF/MHI detects interest points with spatially distinctive 
shapes and temporally sufficient motions. The two detectors therefore provide 
complementary interest points. STIP detector combined with HOG/HOF descriptors 
has been widely used in action recognition and detection tasks [10]. However, it often 
suffers insufficiency due to rigorous assumptions of large gradients in space and time, 
as well as inefficiency because of computational cost in its detector and descriptor. 
The method proposed in [10] solved the two flaws and further provided 
complementary feature to STIP-HOG/HOF. 



MHI is a real-time motion template generated by stacking consecutive frame 
differences [2]. The brighter pixels on MHI correspond to more recent motion. MHI 
gradients also reflect directional information of human action. 2D Harris corner 
detector combined with temporal information from MHI was used in our previous 
work [10] to recognize actions in cluttered videos. In this system, we employ a SURF 
detector to spatially localize interest points. Compared to 2D Harris detector, SURF 
detector is able to generate additional scale information and maintain computational 
efficiency. The dominant orientations of interest points are however discarded as 
motion directions also provide important clue for action recognition. MHI is then used 
as a motion mask to remove interest points from static background, i.e., only SURF 
points with more recent motions or large MHI intensities are chosen as interest points. 
Fig. 2 demonstrates interest points detected by SITP and SURF/MHI. As shown in 
this figure, SURF/MHI provides denser and complementary interest points to STIP. In 
addition, SURF/MHI detects fewer points from background.  

HOG (72 dimensions) and HOF (90 dimensions) descriptors are able to represent 
local appearance and motion properties respectively in STIP volumes. HOG can be 
also well adapted to characterize local shape information from image channel and 
local motion information from MHI channel by computing distributions of local 
gradients. In our system, each support region associated with an interest point on 
image and MHI channels is subdivided into 4×4 grids. Image and MHI gradients are 
evenly sampled in 8 orientation bins. So each SURF/MHI-HOG point generates a 
feature vector of 2×4×4×8 = 256 dimensions. 

The comparisons on computational costs and detected number of interested 
points of the two methods are listed in Table 1. The statistics are based on a portion of 
TRECVID-08-Dev-Set. As shown in this table, SURF/MHI-HOG is over 10 times 
faster in terms of processing each frame and about 20 times faster in terms of 
computing each interest point than STIP-HOG/HOF. The number of detected points 
per frame of SURF/MHI-HOG is about 2 times as that of STIP-HOG/HOF. 
 

Table 1: Comparisons between STIP-HOG/HOF and SURF/MHI-HOG. 
 

Feature Speed (frames / sec) Speed (ms / point) Number (points / frame) 
STIP-HOG/HOF 0.6 29.9 56 
SURF/MHI-HOG 6.4 1.5 107 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Interest points detected by STIP and SURF/MHI. Brighter pixels on MHI correspond 
to more recent motion. Gradients on MHI also provide motion direction information.  



Due to highly cluttered background, a significant amount of interest points are 
detected from irrelevant actions. In order to remove those noisy points, we build hot 
region masks based on spatial priors of specific events and cameras. As the 
surveillance videos were recorded by fixed cameras in specific public areas, we 
observe the occurrence of specific events concentrates in some specific regions as 
shown in Fig. 3. The bounding boxes of people performing actions are annotated to 
construct these hot regions. A hot region map ���� of camera view � and event � is 
obtained by ���� � �	 
����� ����� , where 
����  is the �th annotated frame (a binary 
map) in camera view � and event � with foreground pixels in a bounding box region, 
and ����  is the total number of annotated frames for camera view � and event �. 
This spatial prior information can be used to distinguish action and non-action regions 
by thresholding ���� � ����. The interest points from non-action regions are removed 
in the following process as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Examples of hot regions of event ObjectPut (top) and event PersonRuns (bottom) 
corresponding to camera views of 1-5 (from left to right).  

4   Video Representation 

We employ BOW combined with spatial pyramids [7] to represent each sliding 
window. A codebook ���� � ���� ��� � � ��� for each kind of low-level features is 
computed by KMeans. The codebook size � is set to be 3000 and �� � �� is a visual 
word with feature dimension �. The local soft assignment scheme [6] is used to code 
each feature  � to !�  by: 
 

!��" �
#$%&'(�)� � � �"�*

	 #$%&'(�)� � � �+�*�+,�
-�  

 

�)� �� �+� � .�� �� �+�-----/0-�+ � 12� ��
34--------567#89/:# ; (1) 

 

where !��"  denotes the <th coefficient of code !� , �)� �� �+� is a local version of the 
original distance �� � � �+� � = � ' �+=� , 12� �� are the >-nearest neighbors of  � 
measured by �� � � �+�, and ( is a smoothing factor. In our system, we empirically set 
> � ?@@ and ( � 'A. 



The max pooling is then used to aggregate coded features !�  within a spatial grid 
BC of a sliding window to a histogram DC by: 
 

DC�" � EF$��GH
!��" - � 058-< � A� ?� � � (2) 

 

where DC�"  denotes the <th coefficient in DC , and BC� I � A�?� � �J  is the I th 
spatial grid. As two levels of grids (i.e. 1×1 and 2×2) are used, each sliding window 
generates J � K spatial pyramids tiles as shown in Fig. 4. The five histograms DC 
are then concatenated into D as the BOW representation for each sliding window. 

In our system, a sliding window with the size of 60 frames steps in every 15 
frames. This generates a great amount of data, e.g., 600K samples from training set. It 
is infeasible for non-linear SVMs to learn or evaluate on such large scale data. On the 
other hand, linear SVMs are in general much faster in both training and testing. 
However, they usually have inferior accuracies then non-linear ones. In order to solve 
this difficulty, we approximate non-linear kernel distances by the explicit feature 
maps [11] to enable more efficient linear SVMs with little loss in accuracy. The basic 
idea of this method is to lift each feature vector D � �L  to a feature space with 
moderately higher dimensions through an explicit feature map MN�L O �L��PQ�� 
such that inner product in this space can approximate well the non-linear kernel 
distance R , i.e., SM�D�� M�DT�U V R�D� DT� . We set W � X  in our system to 
approximate the Y�  kernel. After the feature mapping, M�D� with a dimension of 
105K becomes the video representation of each feature type. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: The spatial pyramids of 2 levels with 1×1 and 2×2 tiles in each level. A camera and 
event dependent hot region map is used to remove points from background in coding and 
pooling process. 

5   Learning Event Models and Post Processing 

As the sliding window scheme in our system generates quite imbalanced data, e.g., 
negative samples are over 60 times than positive ones, we propose a cascade SVMs 
algorithm to handle this high imbalance. The camera and event dependent models are 
learned to reduce intra-class variance and memory consumption in training. So our 
system includes 35 models for 7 events under 5 camera views. 



Algorithm 1: Learning event model by cascade SVMs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Suppose we have a training set Z � [ZQ� Z\] for each event under each camera 
view. The cascade SVMs algorithm adaptively divides the negative set into a series of 
partitions Z�\ with the same size of ^ZQ^ according to the ranked prediction scores 
and iteratively learns a group of binary SVMs classifiers J�  that favors to positive 
samples. These classifiers are cascaded as the event model _ � [J� � J�� � �J^`^]. 
The outline of our proposed learning process is shown in Algorithm 1.  

The classifier J�  in each stage is learned by an adaptive weighting method. This 
is used to ensure a classifier in each stage can correctly predict most positive samples. 
We initialize both positive and negative weights as 1. After training a classifier by 
LIBLINEAR [4], we evaluate this classifier only on positive samples. If the accuracy 
is greater than a threshold a � @bc, this classifier is assigned to J� . If not, positive 
weight is increased by d � @b@K and the classifier is retrained with updated class 
weights. This process is repeated until the accuracy on positive samples is up to a or 
the maximum iteration number e is reached. As positive samples are much fewer 
than negative ones, we employ all positive samples for training. In each stage, the 
negative samples Z�\ are kept the same amount as positive ones. To update Z�\, we 
first filter Z\  by only preserving those negative samples that cannot be correctly 
classified using current classifier pool _�. We then sort the left negative samples from 
Z\ in descending order based on their scores and choose the first ^ZQ^ samples (more 
confusing ones) as Z�Q�\ . This cascading process terminates if the maximum iteration 
number � � A@ is reached or the left negative samples are fewer than positive ones. 
In our system, the size ^_^ of event models is between 5 and 10.  

Because of the sliding window scheme used in our system, an event might be 
chopped into several different windows. Therefore after classifier predictions, we 

1 Input: a training set Z f [ZQ� Z\] and maximum iteration number �. 
2 Initialization: _g f [] and Z�\ f {randomly select ^ZQ^ samples from Z\}. 
3 for � f A to � do 
4    BQ f A and B\ f A. 
5    for < f 1 to e do 
6       J� f LIBLINEAR (ZQ, Z�\, BQ, B\). 
7       positive accuracy f J�-�ZQ�. 
8       if positive accuracy > a  
9         break. 
10      end 
11      BQ � BQ 3 d. 
12   end         
13   _� f _�\� -h -J�. 
14   Z\ f [i-^-i � Z\-Fjk-_��i� � %5:/6/l#]. 
15   SORTSAMPLES (Z\). 
16   Z�Q�\ f Z\�A� ?� � � jmE �, where jmE f E/j-�^ZQ^� ^Z\^�. 
17   if ^Z�Q�\ ^ < ^ZQ^ 
18      break. 
19   end       
20 end 
21 Output: the camera dependent event model _, i.e., cascade linear SVMs. 



employ a post processing to group continuous positive windows to determine the final 
temporal localization of a detected event. In the merging process, we use a tolerance 
no (3 used in our system) which means two positive predictions disconnected by less 
than no negative predictions can still be merged together. The other benefit of post 
processing is to further remove false alarms. After the merging process, a group will 
be removed from positive detections if the ratio of negative predictions (holes) in a 
merged group is greater than np (0.3 used in our system). 

6   Experimental Results 

In TRECVID SED 2012, 15-hour of videos with frame resolution 720×576 at 25fps 
captured by 5 fixed cameras are provided as the evaluation set. This is a subset (about 
1/3) of the evaluation set in 2011.  

We first compare our results with last year’s best results [8] by the primary 
metric Actual DCR (ADCR) and the secondary metric Minimum DCR (MDCR) in 
Table 2. We achieve the best ADCR in the event CellToEar. The performances of our 
system evaluated in all 7 events are among the top 3 compared to other systems in 
2011. Table 3 presents comparisons between our system and the best systems in 2012. 
The rank column denotes our rankings among all participants in terms of ADCR.   
 

Table 2: Comparisons between our results and the best results in 2011. 
 

Event Actual DCR Minimum DCR 
2011 Best Ours 2011 Best Ours 

CellToEar 1.03651 1.0086 1.00031 1.0003 
Embrace 0.88401 0.9552 0.86581 0.9351 
ObjectPut 1.00062 1.0158 0.99832 1.0003 

PeopleMeet 0.98202 1.0082 0.97241 0.9885 
PeopleSplitUp 0.90993 0.9843 0.88095 0.9787 

PersonRuns 0.89241 0.9702 0.83701 0.9623 
Pointing 0.97834 1.0895 0.97304 0.9987 

 

1the result attributes to CMU, 2the result attributes to PKUNEC, 3the result attributes to 
TokyoTech-Canon, 4the result attributes to BJTU-SED, 5the result attributes to BUPT-MCPRL. 
 

Table 3: Comparisons between MediaCCNY and TRECVID SED best systems in 2012. 
 

Event Rank Best 2012 System 
ADCR 

MediaCCNY Primary Run 
ADCR MDCR #CorDet #FA #Miss 

CellToEar 3 1.00071 1.0086 1.0003 1 42 193 
Embrace 4 0.80001 0.9552 0.9351 20 212 155 
ObjectPut 3 0.99832 1.0158 1.0003 1 53 620 

PeopleMeet 2 0.97992 1.0082 0.9885 14 120 435 
PeopleSplitUp 3 0.84331 0.9843 0.9787 6 50 181 

PersonRuns 2 0.83461 0.9702 0.9623 6 80 101 
Pointing 5 0.98133 1.0895 0.9987 29 356 1034 

 

1the result attributes to CMU-IBM, 2the result attributes to PKUNEC, 3the result attributes to 
BJTU-SED. 



 
 

Figure 5: The Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curves of our system and each event. 



The Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curves of our system and other participants 
in all events are demonstrated in Fig. 5. These curves represent event-averaged miss 
detection probabilities vs. false alarm rates through varying a detection threshold.        

7   Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented detailed implementations of the MediaCCNY system 
in TRECVID 2012 SED. Our system starts from extracting STIP-HOG/HOF and 
SURF/MHI-HOG features of each sliding window. The local soft assignment coding 
and max pooling are then employed to aggregate low-level features. To make use of 
large scale linear SVMs, we further apply explicit feature maps to approximate non-
linear kernels. A sliding window is classified by event models that are learned using 
our proposed cascade SVMs algorithm. The prediction results are in the end post 
processed to localize temporal extents of detected events. Our system is evaluated in 
all 7 events and achieves top 3 performances in 5 events. 
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